
Minutes of 5/31 board meeting 

Attendees: George, Russell, Mark, Anna, Jaye 

Minutes 

- Approval of April minutes: proposal to add item showing approval of MetroEV as contractor for 
ZEVIP application.  Assuming success, they are our vendor.  If no approval of ZEVIP, we will 
change plans and/or contractors. 

- EV project – 58 checks received, 61 expected, great response.  Expect application for ZEVIP to go 
in June 10. 

- Sprinklers – one sprinkler may be behind a cabinet, and we are working to get access and get it 
replaced, Forbes will be working on this, no problems at this time. 

- BBQ – waiting for new BBQs in August.  Old BBQs are cleaned but maintenance is needed.  Anna 
trying to get contractor to come and do maintenance.  We will put 2 tables and chairs to support 
the BBQs. 

- Signs to prohibit smoking close to east side of building ordered. 
- Need update on dead tree removal – which ones, how much to replace, etc. 
- Need to check on insurance coverage for electric BBQs.  Board is in favour of electric BBQs 

assuming insurance is allowed, smoke is limited, and size of BBQ is limited (small).  Must go 
through bylaw change process. 

- Reopening: Rooftop reopen at step 2.  Gym can reopen at step 3 (assuming no negative issues 
before then).  Board to monitor situation. 

- Repainting of gym and lobby and corner guards approved by vote of board. 
- Accounts receivable show small amounts owing.  CI sends reminders to owners.  This is usually 

Honey Glass or Optimum or emergency work.  CI to deal with minus numbers – should money 
be refunded for overpayments? 

o Anna to bin the AR into small amounts with questionable rationale and larger amounts 
o Anna to address the issue of emergency 24/7 calls. 
o Mark to send list of what the board thinks is an emergency 

- Friendly reminder for water heater life. 
- Lots of problems with people rebooking heat pump maintenance or not being home.  Rebooking 

fee for rescheduling heat pump maintenance or not being home when maintenance scheduled.  
$50 fee will be charged for rescheduling within 24 hours of the original date. 

- If heat pump flush is required, then Optimum must contact property management before doing 
the work so it can be verified that a flush is needed.  Often a simple reset will fix the problem 
(turn the breaker on and off). 

- Heat pump flush charge was negotiated by Russell and Optimum seems to have forgotten.  Anna 
to ensure that they respect this price. 

- A valid heat pump flush will be paid by the corporation as it is caused by the common system. 
- Hydro vault quote needs more work to understand what is proposed, where, and why 


